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Introduction: Epithermal neutron count-rate 
maps from the two lunar orbiting neutron spectrome-
ters: including the Lunar Exploration Neutron Detec-
tor (LEND) onboard the Lunar Reconnaissance Or-
biter (LRO), and the Lunar Prospector Neutron Spec-
trometer (LPNS) were correlated with topographic 
slope and illumination factors derived from the Lunar 
Orbiting Laser Altimeter (LOLA) [1-4].  In that ap-
proach we decomposed the polar region epithermal 
neutron count-rate maps in latitudes above ±75° as a 
function of a common slope geomorphology using a 
two-parameter insolation model [5].  All six of the 
derived maps for both poles and the three epithermal 
detector systems we considered, indicated the pole-
ward-facing slopes in polar latitudes above 75° have 
a consistent suppression of epithermal count-rates 
consistent with enhancements in hydrogen.  Results 
from LEND’s high-resolution Collimated Sensor for 
Epithermal Neutrons (CSETN) indicates the pole-
ward facing slopes, may be enhanced by at least ~20 
to 25 ppm H relative to equivalent equator-facing 
slopes.  These consistent observations indicate polar 
hydrogen distributions are biased by the topography 
towards trapping in regions at the lower end of the 
insolation continuum. Spatial distributions of these 
effects appear to be ~uniform in high-latitudes 
suggesting a solar wind source or an active hydrogen 
transport process.  However, the local spatial scale of 
slopes and cratering appears to have an influence on 
the results due to instrumental blurring.     

In this research, we will shift the focus of the in-
vestigation towards the mid-latitudes to quantify the 
low-latitude extent of the slope hydration effects.  We 
consider both the LEND and LPNS detector results, 
and use a topographic masking technique developed 
in [5] that isolate slopes of increasing spatial scale, 
showing improvements in the signal-to-noise ratio.  
Evidence from this experiment shows the low latitude 
extent of slope hydration effects.  Results also sug-
gest small craters and slopes, perhaps at ~meter or 
less scales, may also act as cold-traps for hydrogen in 
polar latitudes.  These small traps may collectively 
reflect a systematic trapping of hydrogen as a func-
tion of local insolation conditions.  Evidence suggests 
these small cold-traps are effectively blurred by these 
detector systems broader instrument response and 
may provide an explanation for the Extended Polar 
Suppression of Epithermal Neutrons (ESPEN) that 
indicates poleward increases in hydrogen beginning 
near ±70° latitude [6,7].  
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